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MILCOPEX Grand Award
American Heroic Age Polar Expeditions
Hal Vogel

MILCOPEX Reserve Grand Award
Imperial Germany's "Crown & Eagle" Series of 1889
Jerry Miller

MILCOPEX Best Single Frame
Italian Lake Mail on Lago Maggiore
Bill DiPaolo

MILCOPEX Most Popular
The Donkey
Robert Mather
Open Competition

Large Gold

American Heroic Age Polar Expeditions (94 Points)
Hal Vogel
Also the APS 1900-1940 Medal

Imperial Germany's "Crown & Eagle" Series of 1889 (94 Points)
Jerry Miller
Also the APS pre-1900 Medal
Also the AAPE Award of Excellence (Treatment)

First Domestically Produced Stamps of South Africa: The Pretoria 1/2d, 1d and 6d Typographs of 1927-1929 (91 Points)
Moody Tidwell

The Development and Use of the Provisional Issues of South Vietnam (90 Points)
Emory Toops
Also the APS 1940-1980 Medal

U.S. Vended Postal Insurance (1965-1985) (92 Points)
Alan Moll
Also the APS Research Medal
Also the William J. Uilhein Award for Best Americans (Sponsored by Milwaukee Philatelic Society)
Also the U.S. Stamp Society Statue of Freedom Award
Gold

The Donkey (85 Points)
Robert Mather
Also the ATA 3rd Award

A Day at Ocean Beach, San Francisco, Circa 1905 (85 Points)
Dawn Hamman
Also the ATA 2nd Award

Mohan to Mahatma: Gandhi's Life & Legacy (88 Points)
Raj V. Rajan
Also the ATA 1st Award

America's Membership Libraries 1731-1910 (85 Points)
Larry Nix
Also the AAPE Creativity Award

Death By Overprint - Provisional Overprints on Hungarian Stamps and Stamps of Original Designs 1918-1921 (89 Points)
William Maddocks

Thomas Edison & the Bulb (89 Points)
Bill DiPaolo
Also the American Philatelic Congress Award
Also the Collectors Club of Chicago Exhibitor’s Award

Panama: The "Mapita" Stamps 1887-1903 (87 Points)
Bradley Wilde
Also the Postal History Society Bronze Award

The Post of Thurn Und Taxis - 18th Century and Ending in 1867 (85 Points)
Tonny VanLoij

The Postal History of the British Morocco Agencies 1907-1957 (86 Points)
Larry Gardner

Tunisia First and Second Postal Issues: Bey Ali III al-Husayn Coat of Arms (85 Points)
Norval Rasmussen
Large Vermeil

America's Libraries - The Stamp (80 Points)
Larry Nix
Also the APS Post-1980 Medal

The French Colonial General Issue: The Imperial Eagle Takes Flight! (80 Points)
Thomas Marra

Vermeil

Southport/Kenosha Wisconsin Postal History (78 Points)
Ed Fitch
Also the AAPE Award of Honor

Single Frame Awards

Gold

The German “Mona Lisa” Issue of 1952 (88 Points)
Jerry Miller

The Peruvian Guano Trade: Boom and Bust, 1845-1879 (85 Points)
Paul Goodwin

Little Red Riding Hood and the Big Bad Wolf (85 Points)
Elizabeth Hisey
Also the ATA One Frame Award

Italian Lake Mail on Lago Maggiore (89 Points)
Bill DiPaolo
**Large Vermeil**  
The Tale of the Cabbage Patch (83 Points)  
Dawn Hamman  
Also the AAPE Award of Honor

Phillumeny meets Philately (84 Points)  
Alan Moll

The 1-Cent Louisiana Purchase Issue of 1904 and its Uses (84 Points)  
Terry Kurzinski

**Vermeil**  
Non-Denominated Make Up Rate Stamps of the United States (78 Points)  
David Mayo

Commercial Use of the First Australian Air Letter - the 7d KGVI (1944-1952) (75 Points)  
Neal West  
Also the United Postal Stationary Society Single Frame Postal Stationary Award

**Silver Bronze**  
Jesus (62 Points)  
Tammy Moll  
Also the AAPE Jean Bennighoff Encouragement Award  
Also the Women Exhibitors Sterling Achievement Award

**Non-Competitive**

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Origins, Development and Ramifications  
Christopher Dahle